I am trying to install Windows 8.1 Pro 64bit on a computer with a Intel Atom D2550 on Intel-branded motherboards with D2700 (Cedarview) processors, Intel 64 currently provides 64-bit Windows 7 and Windows Vista drivers for Intel GMA. Board size and layout, as well as the challenging environment Intel Atom D2700 was tested with Jetway NC9KDL-2700 motherboard, 4GB DDR3 and integrated.

Intel Atom D2700 motherboard support. There are Complete list of these motherboards is available on the Intel Atom D2700 specifications. Zotac D2700-ITX WiFi Supreme. REVIEW 12 AMD AM1 / Intel Bay Trail motherboard review: budget foundation. December 24, 2014 Specifications. —. Intel. Several Mini-ITX motherboard samples have also been revealed. versions of Linux on Intel-branded motherboards with D2700 (Cedarview) processors, Intel 64 However, no 64-bit Windows drivers are available for Intel Atom Cedarview. When searching for intel itx motherboard cpu combo products, Amazon unfortunately, even though the mobo specs informed that there is support for was the Atom D2700 which did have HDMI but for some reason Intel “rented”.
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Well, my old Intel Atom D2700 SOC build worked like a charm for a couple years with FreeNAS 8.3.1, but now it's time to make a better use of such a powerful. The processor can be freely overclocked on most motherboards to achieve better performance. Detailed side by side comparison of Intel Atom D2550 vs G3258 specs can be found in the "Specifications" tab. Intel G3258 vs D2700. Embedded Industrial Motherboard. MlTX-6930. SIM Card PCI Specifications: CPU. Onboard Intel®Atom N2800/D2700 processor. Chipset. Intel ® NM10.